
   



Hypresin (Chongqing) Enterprise Development Co., Ltd. was established in 1998. The company is 
headquartered in Yuzhong District, Chongqing, China. The company has about 1,100 employees 
and after-sales service personnel. It is a professional manufacturer of sports facilities, public furniture 
and school furniture in Southwest China.

The company covers an area of more than 100 acres and has a construction area of more than 
100,000 square meters. It is a professional enterprise integrating design, research and development, 
production, sales and after-sales service. The company has an experienced enterprise management 
team and professional product design and development team. The annual output is about 1 million 
seats (sets) of tables and chairs, retractable bleacher seats, stadium seats, artificial turf, sports floors, 
school desks and chairs, fixed seats, public waiting chairs, etc.

The company has a professional quality management team and complete independent inspection 
equipment. From raw material procurement to finished product storage, to on-site installation, it has 
undergone strict independent inspection and sampling inspection to ensure product quality.



Definition & Selection of Stadium Seats

Stadium Seat Introduction

The design, selection and installation of stadium seats should be matched with the 
design of the stadium, which is beautiful, comfortable, safe, durable, and easy to install, 
maintain and manage. The seat surface adopts the hollow blow molding manufacturing 
process, and selects high-density polyethylene material (HDPE) for one-time processing. 
It has the advantages of smooth edges and corners of the seat surface, relatively 
concentrated molecular weight, high bonding strength at the joint seam, aging 
resistance and impact resistance.

Stadium Seat Installation Structure

Bracket: It adopts precision aluminum die-casting suspension bracket, the surface is 
polished and sprayed (the same color as the seat), which has the characteristics of 
beautiful appearance, dense structure, high strength, impact resistance and non-
corrosion.

Connect the round pipe: The outer diameter is Φ32 thickened galvanized pipe, and 
the end of the round pipe is sealed with a rubber plug.

All steel components: After silane treatment, the surface is oxidized and galvanized to 
enhance its corrosion resistance.

Fasteners: Seats, connecting plates and brackets are connected with Jinyi screws and 
cushioned cushions. The brackets are connected with the side of the steps of the stand 
with expansion bolts, and the connection is firm and not loose.

Aluminum seat number and row number setting: Seat number is set on the backrest, 
embedded design; row number is set on the side of the seat on both sides of the aisle, 
with the same plastic row number seat as the seat, embedded installation.



Stadium Seat Installation Types

1. Floor Mounted
To be installed the front part onto the step floor.



Stadium Seat Installation Types

The national required height of steps for mounting chairs(mm)



Connector

Galvanized Tube

Aluminum Alloy 
Bracket

Stadium Seat Installation Types

2. Wall Mounted:
Fixed onto the concrete walls or walls of steps.



3. Floor Mounted With Legs:
Fixed onto the floor with legs.

Stadium Seat Installation Types



Seat Structure (Installation) Instructions
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Selection of Completed Projects

- Lukas Enembe Stadium, Indonesia
- Autodrome, Oman
- Figali Convention Center, Panama
- Thammasat Stadium, Thailand
- DVTK Stadion, Hugrary
- Isa Town Stadium, Bahrain
- King Abdullah Sports City, Saudi Arabia
- Hindmarsh Stadium, Austrilia
- Doğanlar Stadium, Turkey
- Nat Bailey Stadium, Columbia
- Butarque, Spain
- Zahur Ahmed Chowdhury Stadium, Bangladesh
- Jakarta International Stadium, Indonesia
- Al-Bayt Stadium, Qatar
- Edel Soccer Flexblade, Peru



Chongqing University Stadium, Chongqing, China
Installation      
Aplication      
Qty                

2019
Stadium
25,000 seats 



Doude Stadium, Chongqing, China
Installation      
Aplication      
Qty                

2018
Stadium
30,000 seats 



Shuangliu Sports Center, Chengdu, China
Installation      
Aplication      
Qty                

2018
Stadium
20,000 seats 



Longquan International Stadium, Chongqing, China
Installation      
Aplication      
Qty                

2016
Stadium
38,000 seats 



Arena Corinthians, Sao Paulo, Brazil
Installation      
Aplication      
Qty                

2014
Stadium
40,000 seats 



Tele 2 Arena, Stockholm, Sweden
Installation      
Aplication      
Qty                

2013
Stadium
30,000 seats 



Arena Palestra Italia, Sao Paulo, Brazil
Installation      
Aplication      
Qty                

2014
Stadium
45,000 seats 



RSC Anderlecht, Belgium
Installation      
Aplication      
Qty                

2012
Stadium
15,000 seats 



Al Ain Stadium, Al Ain, UAE
Installation      
Aplication      
Qty                

2013
Stadium
25,000 seats 



Puerto Cabello Stadium, Venezuela
Installation      
Aplication      
Qty                

2011
Stadium
30,000 seats 



Hypresin(Chongqing) Enterprise Development Co., Ltd.

No. 1-1, Eling Main Street
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Chongqing, China

Mobile:  +86 133 7270 6173
Email:  info@hypresin.com
Web:  www.hypresin.com


